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Solo Seat

Seat Pan

Rear Seat Bracket

Bobber Steel Fender

Parts List:  
Solo Seat
Seat Pan
Fender
Rear seat bracket
Tank Bracket
Springs
Spring Sleeves
Spring Plate
Rubber Grommets
Front Seat Bracket
“T” Bracket
Light Bracket
Offfset Kit
Swing Arm

HARDWARE LIST

Front Seat Bracket

Spring Sleeves

Tank Bracket

Springs

Swingarm

Signal Brackets 

“T” Bracket

Spring Plate

Rubber Grommets

Offset Kit

250 Bobber Conversion
2007 Softail Models

(Instruction)
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Cutting off Horns from the Frame
You will need to cut the steel horns off the frame to 
allow the Bobber Seat and fender to work.
1. Cut at both straight edges using the “Horn Cut 
Template” provided. With the template in place, begin 
cutting with a sawzall. . 

4. Always check clearance between the swing arm and 
frame. See Swing arm install. You can use stock hat 
sleeves to help hold the swing arm in place as you 
check clearance.  Put Stock hat sleeves from out side 
in as it is temporary. It will hold the swing arm as you 
check clearance. 

We recommend reading through the entire install process before beginning.

2. Grind for seat clearance on both sides of the seat 
frame.

3. You will also need to grind clearance for the swing 
arm on both sides of the frame. The rubber stopper will 
give so make the clearance about 3/16” plus / see 
photo. 
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5. Remove the original transmission sprocket. Note:
the nut is Right hand thread.
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3. Unbolt alternator-stator and hang off to side and
place the spacer behind it. Remount the alternator-
stator with bolts 10 x 1-1/4” NC supplied. Use red lock
tight and 55-75 in-lb torque.

4. Place Spacer for the Alternator-rotor on the Crank-
shaft.
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6. Pull bearing inner race outward approx. .280 out.
Use the clutch basket nut threaded on the trans shaft
to help guide with your measurement. See this photo
and next photo.
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1. Remove outer and inner primary according to service
manual.
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2. Remove alternator-rotor.

1/4 in Primary offset (Instruction)
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8a. Install primary: use supplied spacer ring and place 
between OEM primary gasket that came with bike and 
supplied OEM gasket.  
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8b. Place trans to primary spacers 2 with dowel and 
one with out. Use the 5/16” x 2-1/2” NC bolts. 15-19 
ft-lbs. When mounting use supplied Trans Dowels. 
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8c. Use ¼” x 4-¼” Chrome Allen bolts to help align the 
primary Gaskets at front.
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9. Slip small dark steel spacer over threads of trans-
mission main shaft.

Clutch hub will go on next over the small dark Spacer. 

10. Reassemble clutch and  primary chain / according to
service manual.

11. Use RED threadlocker on crank bolt.{9/16” x 3-1/4”}
and 70-80 ft-lbs on clutch hub nut.

12. Mount outer primary cover according to service
manual and original torque sequence, using the supplied
chrome bolts. Torque to 108-120 in-lbs. Add fluid. Adjust
clutch hub and cable as per HD manual before operating
bike.

7. Install the new ¼” transmission sprocket supplied.
Install sprocket nut using initial torque of 35 ft-lbs.
Then turn nut another 30 to 45 degrees, DO NOT
exceed 45 degrees!Reuse and install stock OEM lock
plate as per service manual.
Install drive belt before inner primary.
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Swing Arm Install
NOTE: Swing arm sleeve for left side / two pieces. 
“Smooth” / “Hat”.

Right side uses Stock sleeve / one piece.  “Hat”

2. Install small HAT sleeve into left side of swing arm
bearing.
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1 1. Install Pivot bearings in new 250 Swing arm
from out side as per HD Specs.

6. Install right side stock hat sleeve on the
right side from the inside.
It may be easier to install fender on the swing 
arm and then install on bike. It can be done 
either way.

3. After the small hat sleeve is installed, place stock
spacer sleeve in swing arm tunnel.
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4. Install swing arm in frame with Hat sleeve
and stock trans Spacer in the left side of swing
arm.

Note: The small Hat sleeve does not extend 
into frame pivot bearing.

5. Align the pivot axle then install the smooth pivot
sleeve from the out side, holding the swing arm in
place.
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7. Install pivot axle, from the right side and
torque to factory specs.7



Swingarm Bearing and Spacer Installation Guide
Technical Questions Please Call 310-822-2697 

The fender mounts to the swing arm with the supplied 
fender brackets and bolts.

Keep loose until you have the tire on the bike and then 
tighten the fender bolts with the fender clearances 
around the tire.



Pan Cover and Seat Installation
Pre fit all parts before painting any sheet metal.  The rear fender 
should be installed before the complete seat installation.

1. Remove stock seat and rear fender, unplug the
wiring harness for the taillights at the right rear of the
battery box.
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4. Slide new aluminum tank bracket in and use factory
bolt.

2. Cut pigtail from rear loom leaving 8-10 inches of
wire.
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5. Cut off the tabs on the thin plate of fuse box.
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3. Remove tank bolt and nut.
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6. Mount spring plate at rear of frame behind battery- 
use the 1/4” x 20 nuts and bolts supplied, washer on
top and nut underneath.



8. Place pan cover over ECM and frame.
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11. Place steel spring sleeve  over the bolt then place
SS AN washer on top of rubber grommet.
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12. Place spring over the sleeve.
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7. Mount ECM to spring plate.
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10. With the bike up and suspension disconnected
Install Spring bolts up from under plate.

9. Install “T” bracket to bike Making sure that rear
holes line up Center before you tighten bolts.
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14. Install Front Seat Bracket to seat using [Blue
Loctite].
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15. Bolt the back of the seat to the springs using [Blue
Loctite].
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16. Bolt the chrome front seat bracket to the black "T"
bracket on the pan cover using blue loctite.
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13. Install Rear Seat Bracket  to seat using [Blue loctite].
Tighten Bolts.




